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Let F be a nonconnected locally compact field and G = GL(2, F) be the 
general linear group of order two over F, so that G is a locally compact 
(totally discontinuous) group. In this paper, we study the irreducible repre- 
sentations of G in vector spaces over fields K of characteristic 1 > 0, where 1 
is a sufficiently large prime number (with respect to the residual characteristic 
p ofF). To do that, one has to restrict oneself to the consideration of admissible 
representations as defined by Jacquet-Langlands [3] for k = C (see Section 3 
for a precise definition). It is striking to note that the computations of [3] 
giving the Kirillov’s classification are “rational”, in the sense that all integrals 
are in fact finite sums, and thus the method is purely algebraic when some 
care is taken with respect to the constants. We show that consequently 
it can be applied in finite characteristic as well. 
In the first paragraph, we show that a reasonable notion of FL-valued 
Haar measure can be defined on p-adic groups. In the second paragraph, we 
consider Fourier analysis (on F and F”) of functions with values in a field of 
characteristic 1. To do that, we replace the usual characters, taking their 
values in the torus T = (2 EC; 1 x 1 = I} by I- h c aracters, taking their values 
in an Z-torus T, = F,% (where F, denotes an algebraic closure of the prime 
field of characteristic I). Applying these (rather trivial) remarks to our problem, 
we give in the third paragraph, Kirillov’s classification for the irreducible 
admissible representations of G. The last paragraph gives certain indications 
on the smallest field over which a given irreducible such representation can 
be defined. In particular, we show that every supercuspidal representation 
of any semisimple p-adic group is defined over a finite extension of the prime 
field. 
* The first part of the present work was undertaken while the author was the 
recipient of a grant of the F.N.R.S. of Switzerland (requete SG 8). 
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We note Q (resp. C) the field of rational (resp. complex) numbers, and 
F1 = ZjZZ the prime field of characteristic E, where Z is the ring of rational 
integers. 
1. RATIONAL HAAR MEASURES ON A TOTALLY DISCONTINUOUS GROUP 
AND REDUCTION 
Let G be a locally compact totally discontinuous group (as we shall only 
deal with such groups here, we shall sometimes omit to write locally compact). 
Thus G has a basis of neighbourhoods of the identity consisting of open 
compact subgroups. If K and H are two open compact subgroups of G, they 
are commensurable (i.e., their intersection is of finite index in each), so that 
the generalized index [K : H] = [K : K n H][H : K n HI-l is a well-defined 
nonzero rational number. For any open compact subgroup K of G, we denote 
by m, the unique (left invariant) Haar measure on G such that mK(K) = 1, 
so that we have m,(H) = [H : K] for every open compact subgroup H of G. 
For every open set U in G, m,(U) is a rational number or infinite. We say 
that m, is a rational measure on G. Let g be an element of G and mKg be the 
right translate of mK by g: 
m&g-lKg) = m,(g-lK) = m,(K) = 1. 
This proves that nt,g = m,-lK, and, in particular, mKg is still a rational 
measure. This also shows that the module of G (which is independent of the 
measure chosen to define it) takes only rational values: do : G + Q”. 
For any field rZ of characteristic 0, we denote by C,(G; K) the k-vector space 
of locally constant functions on G with compact supports (in other words, 
the space of continuous functions for Kdlscr with compact supports). Then 
obviously any rational measure m defines a K-linear form C,(G; K) -+ K 
(for these functions, the integrals are finite sums). 
Now we fix a prime integer I and suppose that the group G has the additional 
property: 
1.1. There is an open compact subgroup K of G such that every open 
(compact) subgroup H of K has an index (in K) prime to 1. 
In this case it is possible to define an F,-valued measure on G, where FI = 
ZjlZ denotes the prime field of characteristic 1, by defining 
M(H) = [H:K]EF,, 
for any open compact subgroup H of G. Indeed, by hypothesis (1. l), the open 
subgroup K n H of K has an index in K prime to 1 and is thus an inversible 
element of FI . With this definition, T%(H) # 0 for every open subgroup H 
of K, but it may well happen that %i( U) = 0 for a nonempty open subset of G, 
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even if U is a subgroup (but then U cannot be contained in K). With an 
F,-valued Haar measure on G, it is possible to define the FL-valued module 6, 
of G. It is a homomorphism G + Fzz which is independent of the F,-valued 
Haar measure chosen to define it. If k is now any field of characteristic I and 
with notations as before, any F,-valued Haar measure on G defines a K-linear 
form C,(G; k) ---f Fz (and this linear form is invariant under the left transla- 
tions). 
Many examples of groups satisfying condition 1.1 can be constructed 
by means of the 
LEMMA 1.2. Let p be a prime integer distinct from 1 and G a p-adic group. 
Then G contains an open compact pro-p-group (projective limit of Jinite groups 
having powers of p as orders), hence G satisjes the condition for 1. 
Proof. We say that G is a p-adic group if it is a linear algebraic group 
defined over a p-field (locally compact field with residual characteristic equal 
top). By using the functor of restriction of the scalars, we can suppose that G 
is defined over Q, (the field of p-adic numbers) or over F,((t)) (with an 
indeterminate t), and thus we can suppose that G is a closed subgroup of 
GL(n, Q,) or of GL(n,F,((t))) (with a suitable integer n). It is sufficient to show 
that GL(n, Z,) and GL(n, F,[[t]]) contain an open pro-p-group. But the 
condition g = 1 mod plM(n, Z,) in the first case and g = 1 mod tM(n, F,[[t]]) 
in the second case define open pro-p-groups because they contain the funda- 
mental sequence of open compact subgroups defined, respectively, by 
g = 1 modpmM(n, Z,) and g = 1 mod tmM(n, F,[[t]]) 
which have powers of p as indices. Q.E.D. 
For example, any finite product, or any restricted product of p-adic groups 
with various p # E will satisfy the condition 1.1. 
If the field k of characteristic I is the residue field of a discrete valuation v 
[of rank one) of a field k’ of characteristic 0, we have k = RIP, where R = Ru 
is the valuation ring of u in K’ and P = P, the maximal ideal of R. Then the 
canonical (R-linear) map f + f of C,(G, R) - C,(G, k) (where f denotes the 
zomposite of f and the canonical homomorphism R + k) is surjective, and 
the definitions show that if m = mK and #i is also defined with K (supposed 
to satisfy l.l), we have 
m(f) = Kf) for every f E C,(G, R). 
[n other words, the following diagram is commutative 




R ~___f k. 
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In fact, many results concerning functions and usual (rational) Haar measures 
on G can be reduced mod ZJ and give the same results for the characteristic 1. 
Even when k is not the residue field of a field of characteristic 0, we shall say 
that certain results valid for functions in C,(G; K) and F,-valued Haar 
measures are obtained by reduction mod I because every functionfc C,(G; Iz) 
is a finite K-linear combination of functions in C,(G; FJ which are reduction 
mod 2 of functions in C,(G; Z). To simplify, we shall write Z-measure, 
Z-module,... for the notions defined as before in characteristic 1. The Z-module 
of G is obtained by reduction mod Z of the usual module; hence if G satisfies 
1.1, its usual module assumes only values in the subring of (positive) rational 
numbers integers at Z (having no power of Z in their denominator). If Z = 2, 
the Z-module can only be trivial and thus every group satisfying 1.1 with 
Z = 2 is 2-unimodular. We shall also denote by an integral sign the linear form 
on Z-functions defined by an Z-measure. We turn to a well-known result on 
relatively invariant measures. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let G satisfy (1.1) and be I-unimoduZar, and let P be a 
closed subgroup. Dejine p = A”,’ and C,fl(G; k) be the space of locally constant 
functions on G (with values in the field k of characteristic 2) having compact 
support in P\G and satisfying v( pg) = p(p) ’ v(g) (for p E P and g E G). 
Then there exists a k-linear form v H $$,o v(g); C,a(G; k) + k which is 
invariant under the right translations produced by eZements of G. 
Before giving the proof, we indicate the easily verified 
LEMMA 1.4. Let G be a totaZZy discontinuous (locally compact) group, 
P a closed subgroup and M a compact set of G/P. Then for every open subgroup V 
of P, there exists a compact set K of G having M as projection and V-thin in the 
sense that for every g E G, there exist p E P such that K n gP C gpV. 
Idea of proof of 1.4. Take a small open compact subgroup U of G and 
cover M by finitely many images of translates lJi of U. Then consider the 
clan generated by the Ui and the Uij = Ui n rpi[rr( U,)], and take a finite 
family of this clan whose elements have disjoint images in G/P covering M.) 
By letting V decrease, we could prove the existence of a continuous section 
of the projection G + G/P but we shall not need it. Now we turn to the 
proof of 1.3. For any character x of P we define a linear map C,(G) + C,x(G) 
(we drop k from the notations for brevity) by means of a right-invariant 
Z-measure d:p on P, which can be taken as /l(p) d%(p) with any I-Haar 
measure #z on P, by the formula 
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If, in particular, x = 1 and M is a compact set of P\G, then the Lemma 1.4 
shows that there exists a # E C,(G) with J+P = 1 on M. Now one verifies 
formally that for q~ E C,*(G) and $ E C,(G), one has (p’ . $J)” = v . $‘. What 
has just been said shows that the linear map C,(G) + C,x(G) is surjective. 
For q~ E CG6(G) we try to define 
This will be independent of the choice of (b and well defined if we show that 
$0 = 0 implies Jo $(g) d; = 0. But as before we can choose a # with 4’ = 1 
on support of + and then 
This finishes the proof. 
In all cases of practical interest there exists a closed subgroup M of G 
such that G = MP = PM and P n M is compact. Then the linear form 
I ?,o is given by the formula 
for a right invariant Z-measure d> on M. This is proved exactly as in the 
classical case. (The hypothesis G = MP can be weakened to this: The com- 
plement of MP in G is negligible for any I-Haar measure on G, or has no 
interior point.) 
2. HARMONIC ANALYSIS MODULO 1 
Let I be a prime integer, F, an algebraic closure of the prime field of charac- 
teristic I, and T, the multiplicative group Fir. We consider T, as discrete 
abelian group. Its role being analogous to the role of the torus R/Z for 
classical harmonic analysis, we call Ts the Z-torus. 
Now let G be any (locally compact) totally discontinuous abelian group 
(whose law of composition is noted additively). We consider the Z-characters 
of G, i.e., the continuous homomorphisms G - Ti . They are locally 
constant and trivial on the closure of the subgroup H of topological Z-torsion 
of G: 
H ={gEG;F-g+O for n--too). 
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Thus they define l-characters of G/R, and we are reduced to the case where 
G has no topological Z-torsion. The set of all l-characters of G is an abelian 
group Gz, the l-dual of G. We can define a totally discontinuous topology on 
Gl by taking as fundamental system of neighbourhoods of 0 in G1 the set of 
subgroups 
VA = {x E @; ker(x) r> A], A an open-compact subset of G. 
In particular, the V, are open (hence closed) subgroups of Gz for the topology 
which they define. If G itself is compact, then Gz is discrete (the converse is 
not true: G = Z has T, as I-dual but T, is not compact). 
We shall examine only two particular cases of this notion. First we suppose 
that G is the additive group of a p-field K where p # 1. We denote by p the 
group of all roots of 1 in C”, by rp its Z-part, namely, the subgroup of roots 
having as order a power of 2, and by u)p its Z-complement, namely, the sub- 
group of roots having an order prime to I: p E 1p x u)p. Since p” . x + 0 
in K (for any x E K and n --f co), every (continuous) character x in the usual 
sense x:K+T={zEC;; z / = l} is locally constant (hence also con- 
tinuous when T is endowed with the discrete topology) and takes its values in 
DP C u)p. As c2)p g T, (if we fix any prime divisor X of I in Q(u)p), then 
reduction mod X gives, in particular, an isomorphism (r)p z T,). Thus we 
get the following: 
LEMMA 2.1. The l-dual I!? of K is isomorphic to the usual dual & of K 
and is isomorphic to K itself (as topologicalgroup). 
If ‘T is any nontrivial l-character of K which we keep fixed, then for any a E K, 
the homomorphism 7Q : K + T de$ned by x i--t am = T(ax) is another 
l-character of K and an identification of K with l?? is given by a w 7, . 
Let R be the ring of integers of K and P the maximal ideal of R. Then the 
order d of the Z-character 7 is defined by 
RL = {x; I = 0 for ally E R} = Ppd. 
Obviously K satisfies 1.1 for the open compact subgroup R. In consequence, 
there exists a unique (normalized) Z-Haar measure p = da on K such that 
p(R) = s yR(a) da = 1 E FP, 
K 
where vR denotes the FL-valued characteristic function of R. Let 4 be the 
module of K (the number of elements of R/P). This is a power of p and by 
definition of the measure p we have 
p(Pf) = 1 ~Ju) da = [R : Pf]-l = qpf E F,” for any f E Z. 
K 
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For any field k of characteristic 1 containing a primitive pn-th root of I for 
every n, and any function f E C,(K; k) we define the l-Fourier transform p 
off by the usual formula 
j(x) = j, f (a) T( -xa) da. 
This is a finite sum of elements of k. Moreover, since the sum of the n-th 
roots of 1 in k is 0 for any integer n (this sum is the coefficient of X”-r in 
X” - l!), we see thatf^E C,(&; k) = C,(K; k). For example, it follows from 
the definition that @a = 9)s~ = P)~-~ and, consequently, ($$ = 2 = 
@ . ~)a . More generally, we have 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If f and g are in C,(K; k), then 
a) (Fourier’s inversion formula) 
(~)A(a)=qd~f(-a)(=f(--a)ifd=O)orf(a)=q-d~(f)h(-a), 
b) (Plancherel’s formula) 
J,f (a) &a) da = jlci(a) g(a) da. 
These formulas are immediate from the corresponding ones in the classical 
case, by using reduction mod 2 (or mod A). We note that it might be impossible 
to normalise the measure da on K so as to get f (a) = (f”)-(--a) because if d 
is odd, qd may have no square root in k. 
In particular, for any Z-character x : Rx --t Tl , we define f, E C,(K, k) by 
extending x by 0 outside Rx. Then an Z-Gaussian sum is an expression of 
the form 
G(a, xl = J”,W = jKfx(y) ~(-~a-7 dy. 
Since a unit of R defines by multiplication an isomorphism of R onto itself, 
we conclude that the additive I-Haar measure da = d+a induces on Rx a 
multiplicative I-Haar measure, hence we can also write 
G(a, xl = j X(Y) ~(--~a3 dxy. 
R” 
Such an integral can be estimated. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let d be the order of 7, f the conductor of x (the smallest integer 
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f > 0 such that x is trivial on 1 + Pi, where we dejke 1 + PO = Ii), and r 
a prime element of P. Then there exists a nonzero constant C, such that 
In particular, 
G(a, x) = CT - fx-l(n-f-da). 
G(a, x) # 0 * ord,(a) = f + d. 
The fact that C, # 0 follows by the additive Fourier’s inversion formula 
since f, # 0. 
In the second case we take for G the multiplicative group K” of a p-field K 
or the ring ofznits Rx in $he ring of integers R of K. Since Kx z Z x Rx it 
follows that Kzz s Tl x Rzz. The structure of Rx is as follows (cf. [4]). 
Let m be the largest integer such that K contains a root of 1 of order pm 
(m = 0 if char(K) = p) and let p be the module of K. Then the cyclic group 
of roots of one in K of order prime top is of order q - 1 and 
R” z Z/(q - l)Z x Z/p”Z x A 
with a compact group A isomorphic to R (additively) if char(K) = 0, and 
isomorphic to (Z,)N if char(K) = p. But the relation az = 1 in Rx implies 
x(a)” = 1; hence x(a) = 1 in T, (since we are in characteristic I) for every 
Z-char x. Since A has enough characters by 2.2 to insure Fourier’s inversion 
formula on A, we see that it is sufficient to suppose that I (# p) is prime to 
q - 1 to be able to make efficient harmonic analysis on Rx and on K”. Thus 
under the assumption 
V,p(q - 1)) = 1, 
the multiplicative analog of 2.2 will be valid. 
(2.4) 
3. ADMISSIBLE MODULAR REPRESENTATIONS OF GL(2) 
Let F be a p-field, q its module (a power of p), I a prime number such that 
(I, p(q - 1)) = 1 and k an algebraically closed field of characteristic I or of 
characteristic 0. We are going to give the classification of the irreducible 
admissible representations of G = GL(2, F) in vector spaces V over K. We 
begin with the definition of an admissible representation. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let G = GL(2, F), I’a K-vector space and n : G + GL( V) 
a representation. Then rr is said to be admissible whenever the following 
conditions hold. 
(i) The map (x, v) ++ V(X)V : G x V -+ V is continuous, where V 
is considered as discrete space. 
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(ii) The restriction of r to M = GL(2, R) (R : ring of integers in F) 
is semisimple and decomposes with finite multiplicities: 
v = @ I/‘(d) with dim, V(d) < co, 
where 4 runs through the set of classes of irreducible locally constant repre- 
sentations of M over k (necessarily finite dimensional). 
The first condition of the definition means that for every v E V, the stabilizer 
of v in G is an open subgroup. The second condition implies that for every 
open compact subgroup H of G, the subspace V, of elements of 6’ which are 
stabilized by H is of finite dimension. Let X,(G) be the convolution algebra 
(with respect to a rational Haar measure on G) of all locally constant functions 
having compact support in G and values in k (the Hecke algebra of G with 
respect to the field K). Then if n is an admissible representation of G, we can 
define r(f) for any f~ Sk(G) by the formula n( f )v = fcf (x) T(X) v dx 
(U E V); this is indeed a finite sum of elements of V. By irreducibility of 7r 
we shall always mean the algebraic irreducibility (V is considered as discrete 
space) of the group of operators r(x), x E G or equivalently of the algebra of 
operators a(f ), f E Xk(G). It is obvious that for any f E J&(G), the space 
r(f )V is of finite dimension, and for every v E V, there exists an f E Sk(G) 
such that Z( ,f )v = v. 
SCHUR'S LEMMA 3.2. <f z is an irreducible admissible representation of G 
in V and if T E end(V) commutes with all r(x), x E G (or equivalently commutes 
with all rr( f ), f E S‘&(G)), then T is a scalar multiplication by an element of k. 
Proof. Take any nonzero v E V, any f E &$(G) such that rr( f )v = v, and 
define W = r( f )V. This is a nonzero finite-dimensional subspace of V 
stable under T. Since we suppose k algebraically closed, T has an eigenvalue 
in W, say h, and T - hl r still commutes with all W(X), x E G. Obviously, 
{V E V; (T - Xl r) . v = 0} is a nonzero invariant subspace of V so that it is 
equalto V: T=X.l”. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If r is an irreducible admissible representation of G in V, 
then r is absolutely irreducible. 
Proof. This means that whenever K is an extension of k, the representation 
rK = n @I, 1, is still irreducible. In fact, the commuter of rX is the tensor 
product of the commuters of rr and lx (Bourbaki: “Algebra,” Chap. 8, Propo- 
sition 3, p. 9), hence by Schur’s lemma, 
Commuter of rK = k Ok K = K. 
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Since this is a field, it implies (lot tit, Theorem 2, p. 87) that 7rK acts irreducibly 
in V, = V Ok K. Q.E.D. 
It also follows from (3.2) that if rr is an irreducible admissible representation, 
then rr((t E)) = w,(a) for a (generalized) Z-character w, : Fx + kz. 
THEOREM 3.4. (Kirillov, Jacquet-Langlands). Let u be an irred&bZe 
admissible representation of G in an infinite-dimensional vector space V over k. 
Then for every non trivial additive l-character 7 of F, there exists a unique 
space V’ = x7(n) qf k-valued functions on Fx and one unique admissible 
representation rr’ of G in V’ equivalent to rr satisfying 
(x) = I v’(ax) for a, x E Fz and b EF. 
Furthermore, each function v’ E V’ vanishes outside a compact subset of F and 
C,(Fx; k) C V’. (We denote by C, the space of locally constant functions with 
compact support.) 
We shall only give the main steps in the proof of this theorem [2, p. 1.4-l. 121 
and indicate where Z-Fourier analysis has to be used. As the complex topology 
(or the real topology) is never used in [2], and the proof is absolutely formal, 
there is no point in going into more detail. The proof begins with the definition 
of the subspace 
s _ ii 1 x 44 r () 1 ) vdx = 0 for all large n v-n 
of V, and then the canonical map L : V --f X = V/V,, allows to define an 
X-valued function v’ on Fx corresponding to v E V as follows: 
v’(x) = L (r (; ;) v) (x EF~). 
It is immediate to verify that the condition of the theorem is satisfied, that 
v’ is locally constant on F” and vanishes outside a compact subset of F. Then 
one can prove (by using Fourier analysis on the group of units Rx of FZ and 
Gaussian sums (2.2), (2.3)) that v’ = 0 implies v = 0, so that we can identify 
v E V with the function v’. Also not too difficult to prove is that the space 
C,(F%; X) is contained in the space of v’ for v E V (this uses, as before, 
Fourier analysis and Gaussian sums, by means of 2.3). The only thing 
remaining to be proved is that dim,(X) = 1 because the uniqueness of the 
model follows easily from it [2, p. 1.15-1.161. This is done by introducing 
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a family of operators L(x, x) in X (where x EF% and x is an Z-character of 
R”) which describe the action of w = (-y t) on V (or V’): 
One shows first that every operator commuting to all 1,(x, x) is a scalar and 
secondly that the family of the J,(x, X) is commutative (this last point is more 
difficult). 
The classification of the irreducible admissible representations of G is 
given by the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.5. Let r be an irreducible admissible representation of G in the 
k-vector space V. Then, 
(i) If dim,(V) < co, then dim,(V) = 1 and r(g) = w(det(g)) for 
a (generalized) l-character w : Fx + kx. 
(ii) If dim,(V) = 03, let X(r) = ST(r) be the Kirillov space of r with 
respect to the additive l-character T of F, given by Theorem 3.4. Then the 
codimension 6, of C,(Fx; k) in X(r) is < 2. The representation r is called 
supercuspidal when 6, = 0, 
special when 6, = 1, 
in the principal series when 6, = 2. 
The first point is easy because in the finite-dimensional case, the kernel of n 
would be an invariant open subgroup of G, hence contain SL(2, F) and thus 
give an irreducible representation of the abelian quotient G/SL(2, F). In the 
second point, the first main difficulty is to show 6, < co and this is proved 
by using Gaussian sums systematically [2, p. 1.13-l. 151. Now suppose 
6, # 0, and let W be the finite k-dimensional subspace of the dual of L%(W) 
consisting of the k-linear forms vanishing on C,(F”; k). Then the subgroup 
B = ((0” t); a, b EF”, u E F} operates on W by r(g) 4(v) = $(n(g)v) for 
g E B and v E Z(n) and the action of U = {(i F); u E F} is trivial, so that 
we get a representation of the abelian group B/U s F” x Fx in the finite- 
dimensional vector space W over k. Since k is assumed algebraically closed, 
there exist two characters TV, v : Fx -+ k”, + E W, such that 
Consequently, if we define PJg) = +(rr(g)v), we shall have 
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and for ZI’ = r(g’)v, TV(g) = &gg’), so that ZI t-t P)~ transforms rr into the 
right regular representation in a subspace of 
B,.,= 
I 
q:G-klocconst;vj(;f i)g) =fL(~)Y(b)~(g)forn,hEFZ,uEF1. 
The study of these representations shows finally that 6, < 2 (and 6, = 2 
exactly when they are irreducible, which we call the principal series). 
Remark 3.6. The last two Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 give a classification of 
the possible irreducible admissible representations of G in vector spaces over 
an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 1, where (Z,p(q - 1)) = 1, 
or I = 0. Conversely, the construction of explicit irreducible admissible 
representations can be done by reducing mod Z, the known representations in 
characteristic zero. Note that the study in characteristic I of the right regular 
representation of G in the space B,,, defined above has to begin with the 
proof of the admissibility. This condition has two parts, a finiteness of 
dimension which is trivially satisfied in this case, and a semisimplicity of 
the representation when restricted to the maximal open compact subgroup 
M = GL(2, R). Let us define the open compact normal subgroups G, of M 
by the exact sequence 
(1) - GN --f GL(2, R) + GL(2, R/PN) --f (I), 
where the surjective homomorphismis that of reduction mod P*. The subspace 
of functions of B,,, which are right invariant under G, is finite dimensional, 
and it is sufficient to prove the semisimplicity of the action of M in it. Since 
GN acts trivially in this subspace, we get a representation of the finite group 
GL(2, R/P*) which is of order q4*p3(q - 1)2(q + I), as is well known. So, by 
Maschke’s theorem, the simplicity is assured in all cases when E # p is prime 
to 4 - 1 and to 4 + 1 (in particular, this implies Z # 2 and Z # 3). 
4. FIELDS OF DEFINITION OF ADMISSIBLE REPRESENTATIONS 
We suppose that K/k is any field extension and G is any abstract group, and 
let p be a representation of G in a K-vector space V. For each o E aut(K/k), 
we can define a representation p” of G in a K-vector space Vu as follows. 
We select any k-form V, of V, i.e., any k-subspace V, of 5’ such that V s 










If V,’ is another k-form of V, we have an isomorphism 
which defines an equivalence between the two representations pU defined by 
means of V,, and V,,‘, so that the class of p” is well defined independently of 
the choice of the k-form V,, . It is obvious that if p is irreducible, then p0 is 
also irreducible. We say that p itself has a k-form (or is defined over k) if there 
is an inaariunt k-form V, of V. When this is so, then p0 is equivalent to p 
for every (T E aut(K/k) (if p” is defined by means of an invariant k-form, then 
p = p” by definition, and we have noted that up to equivalence, the choice 
of the k-form is irrelevant). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let p be a representation of G in a K-vector space V and 
suppose that K/k is a Galois extension with group .Z = Gal(K/k). Then, 
(a) oz p” has a form over k, isomorphic to R,,,(V) (the space V looked 
at as k-vector space). 
(b) If the pa are all inequivalent, then &. p” is irreducible over k. 
Proof. We note Vu the space in which p” acts, so that there are u-isomor- 
phisms V + VU which we denote by ZJ H vu. Then the k-subspace 
w = {(fq~ ; v E V} c @ vu 
is invariant under @ p0 by definition of the p”. Let f : W 6& K -+ V be the 
canonical map w @ h H hw. We show first that f is injective. Let indeed 
vi E W - {0}, hi E K, 
be a relation with minimal n, coefficients in K, between elements v’i inde- 
pendent over k. We may assume A, = 1. Let p denote the projection of @ Vu 
onto the factor corresponding to u = 1. Then we have C h,p(et$ = 0 
for every u E .Z by projecting the given relation onto Vu. By substraction of 
two such relations, we get (because A, = 1 = A,*) 
c (hp - hi)p(v,) = 0. 
ix2 
By minimality of n, this implies that all coefficients are 0; hence the hi were in 
k and the given relation was trivial. Now we show that f is surjective. Let (eJ 
be a k-basis of the k-form V,, of V chosen to define the conjugates pa of p. 
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For any a E K, the family (au& is in W. Consequently, any K-linear form 
X on @ Vu vanishing on W satisfies 
so that C o . A,(Q) = 0. By K-linear independence of the automorphisms a 
(the extension K/k is separable!), it implies that h,(eJ = 0 for o E 2‘ and 
any i, so that X = 0. This proves that W generates @ Vu. Finally, the map 
ZI H (ZY) defines a k-isomorphism R,,,(V) -+ W compatible with the action 
of G (through p, resp., @ pU) on these spaces, so that part (a) of the proposition 
is completely proved. 
Now, under the assumption that the p0 are mutually inequivalent, and with 
the notations of the first part of the proof, we show that @ p0 acts irreducibly 
in W. Let ZJ’ # 0 be an invariant k-subspace of W. Then UK = U @ K is 
an invariant K-subspace of W. But the only invariant subspaces of @ Vq are 
the partial sums. Since any u # 0 in ZJ is in W, none of its projections on the 
Vu vanishes and so ZTK can only be the whole space @ Vu, so that ZJ = W. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If K/k is Galois and the representation p in the K-vector 
space is irreducible, then R,,,(V) is semisimple. 
Indeed R,,,(V) @ K g @ Vu is semisimple, so that the result follows by [I]. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let p be an irreducible representation of a group G in a 
K-vector space V. We suppose that the commuter of p in V is K (hence p is 
absolutely irreducible), and let k be a subfield such that K/k is a Jinite Galois 
extension. Then R,,,(V) is irreducible under p if and only if K is the smallest 
field containing k over which p has a model. 
Proof. If p has a form over a field k’ # K between k and K, then this 
form gives rise to a nontrivial invariant subspace of RKllc(V). Conversely, 
let us assume that RKlk( V) is reducible. Since it must be semisimple, one can 
find a minimal invariant k-subspace U of R,,,(V). Since we assume p 
irreducible, U must generate V over K : U * K = V. Let k’ be the field 
generated over k by the coefficients (in K) of all dependence relations of the 
form 
ug + c h,Ui = 0, Ai E K”, ui E ZJ - {O}. 
We shall prove below that U = k’ U, so that k’ # K (indeed k’ U = U # V = 
K . U) and U must be an invariant form of V because by definition of k’, 
a family of elements of U linearly independent over k’ must still be linearly 
independent over K. We turn to the proof of U = k’U. If k’ = k there is 
48I/22/2-I3 
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nothing to prove; so we suppose k’ # k. Let n > 1 be the smallest integer 
such that there exists a k-independent family (Q),,~~+ of U and a relation 
u0 + Cy=, hiui = 0 with coefficients A,, = 1, hi E k’= and A, $ k (say). Then 
the family (Ai) of k’ must be independent over k because if on the contrary 
A, = CiGnPl c& with certain 0~~ E k, then Crr,’ hi(ui + a& = 0, which is 
impossible by minimality of n since the elements ui’ = ui + oliu, are inde- 
pendent over k. Now weJ;x the family (Xi),,G.iGn and we consider the set of 
us E U such that there exists ur ,..., u, E U with the relation u,, + C Aiui = 0. 
This set is obviously a nonzero invariant k-subspace of U, hence U itself by 
minimality of U. Now, two relations u,, + C Aiui = 0 and us + C hiui’ = 0 
imply &r hi(ui - ui’) = 0, which, in turn, by minimality of n and k- 
independence of the Ai, implies ui - ui’ = 0. Hence we can define a k-linear 
map 0 : U -+ U by @(us) = ui . It is immediate that @ commutes to p. 
Furthermore, a relationx &u,,j = 0 between elements uOj E U with coefficients 
Pi E K implies, if usj + xi A& = 0, the relation 
hence, as before, Ci &uij = 0 for all i, in particular for i = 1 and this proves 
C &usj = 0 implies @ [C /3iuoj) = 0. 
j j 
Thus @ can be extended in a K-linear map @’ of K. U = V into itself, 
commuting to p. By hypothesis on the commuter of p, @’ must be a scalar 
multiplication by an element X E K : @(us) = h . u0 for all u0 E U. This 
proves that the minimal relation considered was necessarily u,, + A,(&,) = 0, 
whence X = --A;’ so that -A&, = Au, = ui E U and consequently 
h,u, E U for any us E U. If k’ # k(h,), we can replace k by k(A,) and proceed 
by induction, to get eventually k’U = U as claimed. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let p be un irreducible representation of a group G in the 
K-vector space V, where K is a Jinite jield. We assume that the commuter of p 
is K (so that p is absolutely irreducible). Then the smallest Jield k over which p 
has a form is the fixedJield of the subgroup of u E aut(K) such that p” is equivalent 
to p. 
Proof. Let k be that fixed field, so that [K : k] = card(Z) = n where 
2’ = {u E aut(K); pa - p}. Let C be the commuter of p in R,,,(V), so that 
by hypothesis, C or K is the commuter of p in RKIk(V) OK K = @I: Vu, 
i.e., C @ K = M(n, K). Since every finite field is commutative, C = M(n, k) 
(the Brauer group of k is trivial). Thus if n > 1, V has a nontrivial form 
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invariant under p, defined over an intermediate field k’ between k and K 
(by 4.3). After a finite number of steps, we are able to push down k’ to k. 
We come back to our case G = GL(2,F) with ap-field F and k, = Fz where 
(I, ~(4 - 1)) = 1, and we are going to examine the smallest field of definition 
of the (absolutely) irreducible representations of G over K, (an algebraic 
closure of k,). First we note that if v is such a representation and u E Gal(h,,/k,), 
then flu is supercuspidal (resp., special, in the principal series) whenever rr 
is supercuspidal (resp., special, in the principal series), because the codimen- 
sion 6,0 is equal to the codimension 6, by construction. We consider first 
the case when r is not supercuspidal. Then, there are two Z-characters 
CL, Y : Fx + T, = FC5 such that rr is isomorphic to a subrepresentation (of 
codimension < 1) of the right regular representation pu,” in B,,, (cf. 3.5). 
The representation pu,” is irreducible except if 
(a) p = v: the multiples of p(det(g)) is a one-dimensional subspace 
L, invariant under P~,~, and the representation in the quotient B,,JLLL is 
irreducible, 
(b) v=~./.../-~: th ere is an invariant subspace (irreducible) of 
codimension one given by 
where w = (-i i). We note this subspace M, . 
In all cases we define an irreducible (admissible) representation wU,” by 
Tu’u,v = Pw if irreducible rti+ = quotient of pPsU in B,JL, and T~,~~...I-z =
restriction of P~,~I...I-~ to M,, . We observe that if 1 divides Q + 1, then 
p = - 1 E F1 so that the square of the Z-module is trivial, and the two cases 
(a) and (b) above degenerate together, so that in this case B,,, = L, @ Mu 
with dim(L,) = 1. Returning to the general case, the only nontrivial equiva- 
lence between two representations 7rUSV is given by 
Tw - ~yl...l,ul...l-~. 
This equivalence relies upon an explicit description of the action of w in 
these representations, or a study of the contragredient of rrUL1.” which is based 
essentially on the invariant integration 1.3 (cf. [2]). 
Let k& V) be the field generated over k, by the values ~(a), V(U) for 
a EF~. This is a finite field, and 7rPSy has a form over this field. Indeed, pLL,” 
has a form over this field, namely, that consisting of the functions of B,,, 
taking their values in k,(p, v), and the conditions defining L, and M, are 
rational over this field. We examine now when this field is the smallest over 
which 7rUaV can be defined, by means of 4.4. 
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PROPOSITION 4.5. The smallest $.eld of definition of ruSu and rrM,ui... i--2 is 
k&). The smallest jield of dejnition of rF,y = pLL,+ is k,(p, v) except if there is 
an automorphism of order two of this field, say (J, such that v = pa 1 ... 1-l 
in which case it is thefixedjeld of c in k,,(p, v). 
Proof. By Iwasawa decomposition, G = P . M, so that a function of 
B is completely determined by its restriction to M. Let M -+ P n M\M 
biThe canonical projection. It has a continuous section which we identify with 
its image M0 C M. The space of functions of B,,, taking values in k, over M, 
is a (noninvariant) k,-form of Bu,” . By using this form to define p,“.“, we see 
that this last representation can be realized by right translations in the space 
B * /A= “0 > so that we have p”,,” s ~~0,~“. This already proves the statement 
concerning the principal series rU,” = pu,” by 4.5. It remains to see that there 
cannot exist an automorphism u of order two in the special cases p = v, 
p = v 1 ... /+2 giving rise to an equivalence. In both cases, it would imply 
vu = TV 1 ... 1 and pa = /* 1 ... 1-l so that 1 ..* j2 = 1 EF~ , and if we take a 
prime element x of F, 4 = p(m) = IfIl E F, . If q = 1 mod 1, then (T must be 
trivial. The other case q = - 1 mod 1 is also excluded because it would 
imply e0 = - e E k,, where we have put e = p(n). Let pn - 1 be the order 
of the root e, so that 
-e = e(P"-l)/2 . e = e(P'z+1)/2 
should be of the form ellf since (T is necessarily a power of the Frobenius 
automorphism (on k,(e)). This would lead to p” +I = 2pf mod p which is 
clearly impossible. Q.E.D. 
It remains to consider the case of the supercuspidal representations. Here 
we do not give an explicit smallest field of definition, but we indicate a very 
general result, namely, that every supercuspidal representation is defined 
over a$nite algebraic extension of the prime field. This fact is not particular 
to GL(2, F), so we explain the general case. 
Let G be a reductive linear algebraic group defined over the p-field F and 
G = G(F). We suppose first that the center of G is compact, i.e., has no 
F-split component # 1 (this does not restrict the generality, as we shall see, 
but simplifies notations). Thus G is a locally compact totally discontinuous 
group. By a parabolic subgroup P of G, we mean the intersection p n G of a 
parabolic F-subgroup _P of G with G (i.e., theset P(F) of F-rational points of 
p). We suppose that k is any algebraically closed field of characteristic 1 tl: p 
(possibly 0). We always consider k endowed with the discrete topology so 
that C(G; k) (resp., C,(G; k)) represents the k-vector space of locally constant 
functions on G (resp., with compact support). We fix a maximal open compact 
subgroup K of G as in [5, Theorem 5 (Bruhat-Tits)]. An admissible l-repre- 
sentation v of G in a vector space V over k is by definition a representation Z- 
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such that its restriction r IK to the compact subgroup K is semisimple with 
finite-dimensional isotypical components V(d): 
V = @ V(,‘(d) (algebraic sum) and dim, V(‘(d) < co. 
_d 
We define the contragredient space of r by I” = 0 V(d)*, the algebraic 
sum of the duals of the V(d). It is contained in the dual of V and we can 
define an admissible representation in V”, called the contragredient of 7~ by 
the formula T’(g) = %(g-l) restricted to V’. 
DEFINITION 4.6. An irreducible admissible representation ?T of G in V 
is said to be supercuspidal when there exists 0 # v E V, 0 # v” E V’ such 
that the function f on G defined by f(g) = (+g)v, v’) has the following 
two properties: 
(a) f has compact support:fE C,(G; k), 
(b) for every parabolic subgroup P of G, P # G: 
s k E ‘3, 
where R,,(P) is the unipotent radical of P R 
(I 
(p) f&d du = 0 
(cf. [5]). In general, we denote by OC,(G; K) the subspace of C,(G; k) con- 
sisting of functions f satisfying the condition (b) above. This is an invariant 
subspace under the right regular representation of G in C,(G; K). In particular, 
if f(g) = <r(g)v, v”) is as above, then the right translate f,* will still lie in 
OC,(G; K) and this proves that v can be replaced by +g’)v. By irreducibility, 
we see that the conditions (a) and (b) will be satisfied for all v E V if they are 
for one v + 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. We suppose 1 = 0 so that there is no restriction in assuming 
k = C (with the discrete topology!). Then every supercuspidal representation rr 
of G in a C-vector space is defined over a finite algebraic number field K. More 
precisely, V has an invariant form over the ring of ( p)-integers Rc,) of K: 
RtD) = (a E K; v(a) > 0 for every non archimedean place v of K not dividingp}. 
Proof. (I) We shall write C,(R) instead of C,(G; R) for any subring R 
of C when there is no risk of confusion. We note that C,(C) has an invariant 
form C,.(Z) over Z. Now we choose rational Haar measures on all R,(P) 
such that the volume of any open compact subgroup of R,(P) is in Z[ p-l] 
(cf. (1.2)). Then the maps f ++ fP of C,(G; C) into C,(R,(P)\G; C) defined 
by f p(g) = JR,cP) f (ug) du are rational over Z[ p-l], i.e., map C,(G; Z[ p-l]) 
into C,(R,(P)\G; Z[ p-r]), so that their kernels must also be defined over 
Z[ p-l] and also the intersection of all kernels corresponding to all P: 
oCc(G; Z[P-ll) OzLp-xl C = OCJG; C). 
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(2) Let v be a supercuspidal representation over C which acts by right 
translations in a vector subspace V of “C,(C), and let f E V - (0). Then by 
the first part of the proof we can write f = C ai fi , a finite linear combination 
of fi E “C,(Z[p-l]) with complex coefficients ai . Since V is an irreducible 
component of the smallest invariant (under right translation) subspace 
containing the fi’s, to prove that r is defined over Q, it is sufficient to prove 
the following: If f E oC,(Q), then the smallest invariant C-subspace V,(C) 
containing f decomposes (over C) in a finite sum of supercuspidal representa- 
tions, each defined over Q. By [5, Theorem 61, we know that V,(C) decom- 
poses in a finite sum of irreducible, supercuspidal subspaces Vi: V,(C) = @Vi. 
But since f E oC,(q), we have V,(C) = V@) @ C with obvious notations, 
and since V,(C) is semisimple, so must be V,(Q). Each irreducible component 
of V,(Q) is in fact absolutely irreducible by Schur’s lemma (over C, they must 
first decompose into finitely many Vi , hence be admissible over Q) and hence 
give an invariant Q-form of one Vi: 
This proves that each representation rri in Vi is defined over Q. 
(3) Let A be the integral closure of Z[p-l] in 0. We prove, with the 
notations of (2), that if 0 # f E %‘,(A), then V&4) = @ V,(A) with 
V,(A) Ba C = Vi with invariant forms V,(A), so that each z-i is defined 
over A. Write indeed f = C fi with f iE Vi(Q) C “C,.~). Since each fi takes 
only a finite number of values, there is an integer n # 0 (prime to p) such 
that gi = nfi E OC,(A). This proves that V,(A) = @ Vgi(A) with invariant 
A-forms Voc(A) of Vi@), so that each rri is defined over A. 
(4) Finally, if 0 # f E OC,(Z[ p-l]) and V&4) = @ V,(A), we show that 
there exists a ring B C A, finite over Z[p-l] such that each V,(A) has an 
invariant B-form. Then B generates over Q a finite algebraic number field K 
and B C K r\ A = R(,) will prove completely the proposition. Let us take 
a Q-basis (ej)J of Or?,(Q), and select positive integers n, such that ej’ = 
njej E OC,(Z[ p-l]). Then (ej’) is a basis of oC,(Z[p-r]) over the ring Z[p-l] 
(it proves that this module is free). Write f = C fi with fd E Vi(A) and 
fi = C a,jej’. Then the decomposition VT(A) = 0 Vi(A) is already rational 
over the finite subring of A generated by Z[ p-l] and the finite number of 
aii # 0. 
We note that the crucial point of the preceding proof being [5, Theorem 61, 
uses strongly the pre-Hilbert structure of OC,(G; C). Therefore, it could not 
be performed in characteristic 1 >O, at least not apriori (nevertheless, see 4.8). 
On the other hand, every supercuspidal representation (over C) is square 
integrable, and hence has a well-defined formal dimension which is a positive 
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real number. It follows from the preceding proposition that with a rational 
Haar measure on G, the formal dimensions of all supercuspidal representations 
are algebraic numbers (totally real and totally positive). (It is conjectured, 
however, that for a suitable Haar measure, they will turn out to be natural 
integers.) 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let k be an algebraically closed Jield of characteristic 
1 # p, 1 # 0, and r a supercuspidal representation of G in a k-vector space V. 
Then rr is defined over a jinite field. 
Proof. By Proposition (4.7), OC,(G; A) is an algebraic sum of absolutely 
irreducible supercuspidal representations @ Vi (each occuring, in fact, 
infinitely many times)-where the ring A is the integral closure of Z[p-l] 
in 0. Now we choose a prime divisor 1 of 1 in Q. Since 1 # p, l does not divide 
p and each Vi has a well-defined reduction mod 1. Thus we can write 
‘JC,(G; ko) = @ vi (ko = FA 
with supercuspidal representations acting (by right translation) in vi and 
defined over k. . As in the part (4) of the proof of (4.7), each V, is defined 
over a finite extension of the prime field k. . Since every supercuspidal 
representation over k appears in aC,(G; k) = OC,(G; k,) @ k, the proof is 
complete. 
Remark 4.9. If the center of G is not compact, but has a nontrivial 
F-split part 2, all definitions and results apply if we fix a character w: 2 + k”. 
Obviously, the smallest field of definition of a supercuspidal Z-representation 
will always contain the character field ko(w(a)),,, (which is finitely generated 
over k,, but possibly not algebraic). Then for GL(2,F), this definition of 
supercuspidal representation coincides with that given by means of the 
Kirillov model (cf. [2, Theorem 3, p. 1.241). 
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